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NEW SP SERIES

 SP 70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD G2
The new SP 70-200mm F/2.8 G2 (Model A025) telephoto lens reimagines the highly 
acclaimed Model A009 with enhanced optical and technical features.

Extremly Sharp: SP 70-200mm f/2.8 Di VC USD G2

NEW

High resolution meets 
beautiful bokeh

Every aspect of the SP 
70-200mm F/2.8 G2 (Model 
A025) zoom has been 
improved, providing high 
image quality and enhanced 
bokeh throughout.  

Fast auto-focus and flexible 
VC image stabiliser

Tamron’s best-in-class 
VC* image stabilisation 
performance is equivalent 
to 5 stops**, according to 
CIPA standards. Plus, this 
lens offers a choice of three 
VC modes, including one 

exclusively for panning. Now 
you can match the VC mode 
to your shooting conditions 
and enjoy sharp, jitter-free 
handheld shooting – even in 
low light conditions.

* Among 70-200mm F/2.8 
interchangeable lenses for full-frame 
DSLR cameras.  
(As of January, 2017. Source: Tamron.)

** Using in VC MODE 3  
For Canon: 5D-MKIII is used 
For Nikon: D810 is used

The tripod mount 
ring is ARCA-SWISS 
compatible and can 
be removed when 
required.

Two optional tele 
converters available 
(1.4x and 2.0x)

50-Mpx portrait picture made with 
the Tamron SP 70-200mm G2

(Focal length 200mm, F/2.8, 1/200 
sec., ISO 125)

Selected image detail of the same 
picture – Highest optical perfor-
mance in addition to the newest VC 
image stabiliser warrantys for razor 
sharp images

Technical information:
Elements/groups: 23/17
Closest focusing distance: 95cm
Filter diameter: 77mm
Length: 193.8mm
Weight: 1.500g

The new SP70-200mm F/2.8 G2 (Model A025) telephoto lens reimagines the highly 
acclaimed Model A009 with enhanced optical performance, improved VC (Vibration 
Compensation), faster AF speed and accuracy, and shortened MOD (Minimum 
Object Distance) for greater flexibility. What’s more, compatibility with Tamron tele 
converters provides additional focal length.

Di  SP  VC  USD  eBAND  MR  FLR  LD   
CANON  NIKON  Model A025  

With the TAP-in Console 
you can update and 
customize your Tamron 
lens for your personal 
needs

SP 70-200mm G2 ∙ Focal length: 135 mm ∙ Exposure: f/3.5 at 1/1250 sec. ∙ ISO 640


